
Marina is a professional tailor with 25 years experience in both teaching and working in the
fashion industry. In 2013 she was honored by the educational London Times for outstanding
contributions to teaching resources, She continues to provide educational resources for everyone
wanting to learn professional tailoring techniques.

The e-books and videos included with every sewing pattern, go beyond a simple instruction,
spreading the love for beautifully made clothes in our vibrant sewing community.

Welcome to the wonderful world of sewing! Make these beautiful craft products just
in time for Christmas with a little help from Frocks & Frolics.  Watch multiple videos
covering all aspects of sewing and preparation. Then use the comprehensive guide
to work at your pace and learn a few tricks of the trade as well.

Sew & View Free Online Classes

Frocks & Frolics

TREE SKIRT!
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You may also like the FREE patterns for a reindeer, gift bag and stocking. You can make it all
to match the fabulous tree skirt this Christmas!

TRY THESE1

http://frocksandfrolics.com/christmas-craft/
http://frocksandfrolics.com/christmas-craft/
http://frocksandfrolics.com/christmas-craft/
http://www.frocksandfrolics.com
http://
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRvvuLV37qw9N3N5J5ofcZA
https://www.instagram.com/frocksandfrolics/
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Welcome to my little world! I loved PDF patterns from the start, they are instant and you have access to
Designers you wouldn’t normally even know about. The only snag is the massive waste of paper.

For some years I was the dressmaking tutor for Worcestershire and taught ladies far and wide how to sew.
Multi size patterns didn’t really work in a group setting. So, I came up with the idea of having one file per
size. I could just hand them out to my students in the size they needed. I put the kettle on, while they cut
out their patterns. Then we chatted as we assemble the patterns, in even the smallest of spaces. Soon they
were super fast at putting them together and didn’t want any other style of pattern anymore. No kneeling
on the floor trying to find your size in a sea of lines, little paper waste, it was just the ticket.

The PDF pattern is available in  US letter size and A4 size.

If you live in the US you need the letter size paper format

which is wider and shorter then the more commonly used

DIN A4 metric paper, which is used across the rest of the world.

A4Letter Size

Printing

The Frocks & Frolics System  - PDF PatternsThe Frocks & Frolics System – Printing your Pattern
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The pattern can be cut out as it is, no sizing needed and put together. Parts are clearly labelled A,B and C.
The seam allowance is 1 cm on all seams.

Pattern Assembly

When you are printing make sure you click 100% or actual size. Then
print the first page with the test scale and check the measurement.
There are two scales, one which measures 1 inch for customers
working in Imperial and one measuring 5 cm for my  customers
working with the Metric system.  If the measurement is correct,
print off the rest of the pattern. Disable ‘shrink to fit’ if you have
that option.

Some printers have wide margins which can’t be adjusted. My Canon
printer for example has a margin of 1 inch at the bottom! You can
try printing paper at 8.5 x 13 inches if this happens to you.

Assemble the skirt pattern in rows. Then join the rows together.

The trim has a seam allowance on either side to allow for using less
fabric. If you are cutting the trim in one big circle you have to remove
that seam allowance.

http://www.frocksandfrolics.com
http://
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRvvuLV37qw9N3N5J5ofcZA
https://www.instagram.com/frocksandfrolics/
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Fabric Requirements

Fabric Requirements & Notions

Felt is a lovely craft fabric. Just put ‘felt’ into Google and search images! Every time I do this I just want
to start making all sorts of things.
I am not linking to any particular item in this section. I found that  Internet shops ended up being much
more expensive than popping down to your local store and getting the small quantities you need for your
project. I love little bundles too, so you have a variety of colours to create eyes, noses and so on.
You can choose from Polyester felt and Acrylic felt. Polyester felt often comes from recycled plastic
bottles and is an excellent option for craft. Acrylic felt tends to be fluffier and is a cheaper option. For a
felt that will last, see if you can get felt with a little wool content. Then all your craft projects will last for
years!
For the lining you can use just a quilting cotton, red checks always look fabulous and you can even make the
skirt reversible. The trim for tree skirt is a typical Christmas structured fur.
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� For both tree skirts you will need 1 m/39 ‘’ of Pelon-Under or equivalent (BondaWeb/ WondaWeb).

� 90 cm (35’’) / 120 cm (45’’) of batting/wadding

� 3D fabric paint (Black) for the eyes, grin and buttons

� 3D Fabric Paint (white) for embellishment

� A packet of white mini pom-poms

� A tiny amount of orange felt for the carrot nose, brown for the stick arms and black for the top hat!

Skirt
background colour

(Felt)
 Trim

(white fur)
 Trees

(green felt)
Scarf,Hat & Mittens

(red felt)
Snowmen
(white felt)

Tree Skirt
120 cm/45’’
diameter

1.2 m/45 ’’ 1 m/39’’ 20 cm/8 ’’ 20 cm/8 ’’ 20 cm/8 ’’

Tree Skirt
90 cm/35’’
diameter

90 cm/35 ’’ 70 cm/27,5 ’’ 15 cm/6 ‘’ 15 cm/6 ‘’ 15 cm/6 ‘’

Video Tutorials

How to sew a Tree Skirt

� Fabrics
� Pattern
� Assembly

Frocks & Frolics patterns have numerous videos to support the making of your project. I would strongly
recommend that you watch the video tutorial to fully understand every detail.  Just click on the
thumbnails to access the video or visit the listings page of Frocks & Frolics ‘Tree Skirt’.  Next to
details, you will find the video tab.

https://youtu.be/M5jApDTPIb4
http://www.frocksandfrolics.com
http://
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRvvuLV37qw9N3N5J5ofcZA
https://www.instagram.com/frocksandfrolics/
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The skirt pattern is a half circle which needs to
flipped over or duplicated for a complete circle.

The Pattern in Detail
4

The fur trim comes in two pieces and has a seam
allowance on either side. Cutting a full circle just for
the trim seemed a bit excessive. If you have enough
fabric you can do this if you choose, just don’t forget
to take off the seam allowance.

The trees need to be cut 4 x each.

The trees are placed so they seem random, please
look at the illustration of the tree skirt, when you are
sewing them into place.

Both snowman have to be cut 5 x each.

The applique pieces are  already mirror image so you
won’t have to worry about a thing.

The example below was sewn by Melissa Garritson.
She used a light blue for the background which
really brings out the little snowmen. The fabulous
stars were applied using a CriCut. You may ask, what
on earth is that? I did too and Melissa kindly
provided a link.

https://home.cricut.com/cricut-maker
http://www.frocksandfrolics.com
http://
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRvvuLV37qw9N3N5J5ofcZA
https://www.instagram.com/frocksandfrolics/
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Layout Plan
To cut the skirt,  open out the fabric and layer up the lining, felt and batting or wadding. We are cutting
a whole circle. Once the circles are cut out, cut right to the centre and cut out the little centre circle.
When cutting the opening of the lining, ensure it is cut on the straight grain. For the smaller circle you
will have some left over which you can use to create matching beauties such as a stocking, reindeer or
heart. Do download the free craft pack from my website.

Cut:

� 1 x lining

� 1 x felt

� 1 x batting

To cut the snowmen and the trees draw them first onto the smooth side of the Pelon-Under. You can trace
them off straight from the pattern, they already are mirror image.
Trace as many as you need in one colour and then iron it to the underside of the colour needed. Only then
do we cut out those small pieces. (detailed instructions on page 7) For the eyes you can use little beads,
buttons or 3D paint. How to apply the paint can be found on page 10.

Trace the pieces as shown in the illus-
tration. Iron the Pellon-Under to the
felt and then cut out the pieces.

http://www.frocksandfrolics.com
http://
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRvvuLV37qw9N3N5J5ofcZA
https://www.instagram.com/frocksandfrolics/
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Pellon Wonder-Under enables you to appliqué without using pins, and it
makes delicate fabrics like cottons easy to cut precisely. It is essentially a
piece of paper which has a web of heat-activated glue on one side. Pellons
version is identical to the more commonly known Bonda-Web. To purchase
yours click on the picture to the right.

Trace the image of your shape onto the smooth side of the Pellon Wonder-Under (this is the side which
feels like standard paper). Cut roughly around your shape.

How to use Pellon-Under Pellon Wonder-Under

After the fused fabric and Pellon Wonder-Under have cooled, cut out the shapes. Lift off the backing
on one side on all the small pieces. It will make it easier to peel off later. Cut out all the pieces.
Remove the backing paper from the fabric.
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You will be able to see the shiny  gluey web, fused to the wrong side of the fabric.
Place your shape on your backing fabric with the shiny side down and the right side facing up. Iron the
pieces on and check that they are ironed on well, especially if you are not going to topstitch the
shapes.

Put the fabric you are going to appliqué right side down on the ironing board and place the Pellon
Wonder-Under shape on top, with the smooth side facing up. Iron the Pellon Wonder-Under shape onto
the fabric. (hot setting, no steam, press for 8 seconds).

http://www.kqzyfj.com/click-8375218-10369056?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fabric.com%2Fbuy%2F0307107%2Fpellon-wonder-under-paper-backed-fusible
http://www.frocksandfrolics.com
http://
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRvvuLV37qw9N3N5J5ofcZA
https://www.instagram.com/frocksandfrolics/
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How to sew the Tree-Skirt

Separate the lining from the batting and felt skirt. Pin those two layers together in a number of places, so
they won’t move.
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Place the larger snowmen into position first. Iron on the pieces, so they will disappear under the fur trim
when it is slip stitched. Add the gloves and the black hat last.

Batting

If you intend to topstitch the snowmen you may want to do that in stages. Iron the snowman on first and
then topstitch. Add the stick arms and topstitch. Finally add the scarf and hat and topstitch. In my example
I left the topstitching until the end.

Take the trim and place it on to the skirt. Pin all the way around. Ensure that the centre front lies directly
opposite the opening.

http://www.frocksandfrolics.com
http://
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRvvuLV37qw9N3N5J5ofcZA
https://www.instagram.com/frocksandfrolics/
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Iron the trees which disappear behind the fur trim into position. Make sure they sit 1 cm below the edge
of the trim.

Iron the white part of the smaller snowman to the skirt. All the parts which need to disappear behind the
fur trim have now been added.

Now it is time to add the remaining red parts of the small snowman such as the scarf and the gloves and hat.

Turn in the edge of the trim and slip stitch all the way around. You may have to snip the trim in the curve
areas to release tension.

8

http://www.frocksandfrolics.com
http://
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRvvuLV37qw9N3N5J5ofcZA
https://www.instagram.com/frocksandfrolics/
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Finally apply the trees which are sitting on top of the fur trim.

Next take some matching thread and slip stitch all the small pieces to the skirt. I slip stitched the mittens
and the carrot nose but you could go on a slip stitch frenzy, put on a  movie such as Titanic and enjoy a cosy
afternoon in front of the television.

Finally we can sew all the larger bits to the skirt if you haven’t already done this in stages.

Sew a mini pom-pom to the hat. I also used pom-poms to add some snowflakes in a random pattern to the
skirt.

Place the lining over the skirt with the right sides facing each other. Sew all the way around leaving a turning
gap large enough for your hand to pass through. Cut back corners and trim the wadding.

http://www.frocksandfrolics.com
http://
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRvvuLV37qw9N3N5J5ofcZA
https://www.instagram.com/frocksandfrolics/
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Snip all around the curve. Turn the tree skirt and then fold in the seam allowances.

Well Done!

Pin the edges together, turn the skirt over and slip stitch from the lining side. Press the tree skirt with
plenty of steam and heat, from the cotton lining side.

The last step is to add the eyes and mouth using 3D textile paint. I am using a ‘Marabu Fashion Liner’, which
is flatter in texture and the ‘3D Lumiere’ textile paint which is thicker. It is advisable to practice a little
before adding the faces to the tree skirt.

How to apply Fabric Paint

Work quickly and apply even pressure to the container. Hover over the felt rather than scraping along it,
for a smooth line.

Both paints should be left over night to dry after application. The Marabu liner was soaked up by the felt,
so I learnt it needs to be applied thickly for a nice texture. To fix the paint the Marabu liner needs to be
ironed, placing an ironing cloth over the top to protect the paint. The 3D paint worked very well, did not
loose its shape and does not need ironing to fix the paint. Both options are great for adding small touches.
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http://www.frocksandfrolics.com
http://
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRvvuLV37qw9N3N5J5ofcZA
https://www.instagram.com/frocksandfrolics/
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Our Facebook Group Join us  and have some fun sewing and chatting
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If at any point while sewing this pattern you run into trouble and need helpful tips, find the ‘Frocks & Frolics
Sewing Circle’ on Facebook.
I have got to know so many of you through the group and its making the job of creating patterns such an
enjoyable task. Your comments telling me you appreciate the detail and work that goes into making a pattern,
which fits super and looks great too, is what keeps me going! But remember if you run into problems and tell
me about it, I can make my patterns even better! So thank you for all your support.
In every instruction I am  introducing you to a member of the sewing circle and their fabulous makes.
Enjoy!

Please share what you make on Instagram #frocksandfrolics  #frocksandfrolicschristmas #treeskirt and
@frocksandfrolics in the comment you make. Thank you its very much appreciated.

Frieda Sews and Theresia models!

Frieda is a fabulous seamstress and her daughter took it to the next level with these beautiful shots of
the Vivienne teen dress. She selected all her props herself and I am loving the umbrella and the ‘Out &
About’ bag which matches the  dress. The off the shoulder number is a hack of the Vivienne, beautifully
executed and worn with style.
Thank you for these wonderful pictures Frieda and Theresia. Maybe it will encourage you to try something
adventurous too.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/733648706761805/
http://www.frocksandfrolics.com
http://
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRvvuLV37qw9N3N5J5ofcZA
https://www.instagram.com/frocksandfrolics/
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Website:                                             frocksandfrolics.com
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Frocks & Frolics Sewing Circle:          https://www.facebook.com/groups/733648706761805/

Instagram:                                          https://www.instagram.com/frocksandfrolics/

Please share what you make on Instagram #frocksandfrolics  #frocksandfrolicstreeskirt  and
@frocksandfrolics in the comment you make. Thank you its very much appreciated.
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http://www.frocksandfrolics.com
http://
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRvvuLV37qw9N3N5J5ofcZA
https://www.instagram.com/frocksandfrolics/
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Cut open along this
line

Tree Skirt
Large Diameter 90 cm/35.5 inches

Cut 1 x in Shell Fabric
1 x Lining

Tree Skirt
Diameter 120 cm

Diameter 90 cm

Pine Trees
Cut

4 x each

Frocks & Frolics

Tree Skirt

90 cm/35 inches Diameter

Test Scale
should measure

1 inch

Test scale, it should be exactly
5cm long.



Tree Skirt: 90 cm/35 inches

Cut the following: 5 half Snowmen
(Cut each item 5 x) 

Tree Skirt: 90 cm/35 inches

Cut the following: 5 complete Snowmen
(Cut each item 5 x) 
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Cut on the Fold
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